
ES Series
Intelligent Entrance Gates

Pedestrian Products



Safety
 Dynamic, electronic user protection:
 In the event of power loss, the obstacles

can be pushed open;
 Fire alarm input - opens gates when

activated;
 Optional photocells for child protection;
 Optional photocells for trolley protection.

Security
 Depending on model, extra detection

sensors for increased security;
 Obstacles height up to 1200mm;
 Programmable electromechanical locking

to withstand forced entry attempts;
 Cabinet extensions for increased

detection of tailgating and unauthorised

Applications
Featuring a clean and elegant design, the ES
range of gate suits all internal architectural
aesthetics such as office buildings, head
offices, banks, administrative and sensitive
sites.

The ES range
These innovative paddle leafed gates are
designed and manufactured by Essence.

When installed in conjunction with any access
control system they provide a medium level
security controlled entrance system.

The gates offer high pedestrian throughput
but in an elegant, sophisticated and discreet
manner, essential for today’s corporate
environment.

Aesthetics
 Transparent and elegant design;
 Compact footprint;
 Discreetly and ergonomically integrated

card reader;
 10mm thick clear acrylic obstacles;
 Top quality 304 stainless steel finish;
 Flexible product combining compact,

standard and DDA compliant wide lanes;
 Cabinet ends can be round, square, or

polygon;
 Orientation and functional pictograms to

assist the user;
 Long lifecycle with low maintenance

costs.
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Due to the large number of models and options available, Evolve recommends that at the design
specification stage, the specifier should seek advice from, and work in close liaison with Evolve.
The specifier should also consult other relevant authorities (e.g. fire and building control
authorities and end user organisations) as each have a particular but related responsibilities.

It is particularly important for the specifier to establish predicted user characteristics and precise
operational requirements such as:-
 The volume of pedestrian traffic at different times of the day;
 The type of pedestrian traffic, such as the elderly, the infirm, disabled persons and young

children;
 The level of security required;
 If users are wearing high visibility clothing.

Below is the key to help specify the correct model.
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The number in the circle represents the potential user’s.

Users taller than 1.2m
Users taller than 1.2m with rucksack or hand luggage less than 500mm wide and 500mm

Users taller than 1.2m pushing a wheelchair or trolley.
Users taller than 1.2m in a motorised mobility scooter or pushing a bicycle.

Users taller than 1.2m with pull luggage less than 600mm wide, 600mm in length and
880mm high.

Product is suitable for users taller than 1.2m.

Yellow = May be suitable for use but is dependent on optional extras.

Product is NOT suitable for a motorised mobility scooter or pushing a bicycle.

The colour of the circle represents the suitability of the equipment to the user.
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Examples.

Green = Suitable for use.

Red = NOT Suitable for use.

Tailgating level and user safety increase with passage length, more sensors and obstacle speed.
The tailgating and safety lever is defined as:-

Low     = Will NOT prevent tailgating, will NOT prevent user entrapment or impact.

Medium   = WILL detect tailgating, WILL prevent user entrapment, will NOT prevent user impact.

High    = WILL detect tailgating, WILL prevent user entrapment, WILL prevent user impact.
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ES180 range

 Cabinet

 Length - 1020 to 1890mm, depending on passage width.

 Height - 1020mm

 Width - 180 to 200mm depending on passage width.

 Obstacle - 10mm clear PVC.

 Finish - 304 220g Stainless steel;

 Passage Width - 600 to 900mm max.

 Anti-tailgating - Low to medium depending on option.

 Environment - Internal
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ES200 range

 Cabinet :-

 Length - 1160 to 1460mm, depending on passage width.

 Height - 1020mm

 Width - 200mm

 Obstacle - 10mm clear PVC.

 Finish - 304 220g Stainless steel;

 Passage width - 600 to 900mm max.

 Anti-tailgating - Low to medium depending on option.

 Environment - Internal/External.



ES226 range

 Cabinet :-

 Length - 1538 to 2258mm, depending on passage width.

 Height - 1020mm

 Width - 226mm

 Obstacle - 10mm clear PVC.

 Finish - 304 220g Stainless steel;

 Passage width - 600 to 1200mm max.

 Anti-tailgating - Low to high depending on option.

 Environment - Internal/External
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ES168

 Cabinet :-

 Height - 1020mm

 Diameter - 168mm

 Obstacle - 10mm clear PVC.

 Finish - 304 220g Stainless steel;

 Passage width - 600 max.

 Anti-tailgating - Low.

 Environment - Internal/External
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How to contact us
Evolve Security Products Limited
Unit  4 Kenyons Yard
Weyhill Road
Andover
Hampshire
SP10 3NP

telephone:
+44 (0) 1264 726412
+44 (0) 7933 168100

email:
info@evolvesecurityproducts.com

web:
www.evolvesecurityproducts.com


